KZN AVIATION
Based at Virginia Airport, KZN Aviation is an established multi tasked aviation
company licenced in terms of the South African Civil Aviation Authority and
the Air Service Regulations. KZN Aviation owns and operates both ﬁxed wing
aircraft and helicopters and employs staff that have all worked in the aviation
industry for many years. Employees of KZN Aviation have vast experience in
the charter and contract market and have been actively involved in aviation
for decades. KZN Aviation prides itself on ensuring that high quality services
tailor made to meet customer requirements are provided efﬁciently and
effectively without compromising safety. KZN Aviation prides itself on having
a hand-picked team of professional and dedicated staff who are available
24 hours a day seven days a week to offer assistance, advice and provide
cost effective quotations. KZN Aviation is BEE compliant. KZN Aviation
provides a service where the day-to -day care of aircraft is managed. It can
arrange maintenance, hangar space, refuelling, catering, insurance, ﬁnance,
clearances and general administration of aircraft on behalf of busy owners.
Contact: Tel: 031 564 6215 E-mail: mel@kznaviation.co.za
Website: www.kznaviation.co.za
MID-EAST AVIATION

and business needs. This is complemented by aircraft maintenance, longterm contracts, pilot training and conversions, as well as Avgas and Jet A1 fuel sales. Most of our pilots contracted on a freelance basis are highly
experienced and commercially licenced and undergo regular training.
Several are also specialists in pilot training and type conversions.
Contact: Tel: +27-31-563-8361 E-mail: durban@sheltamaviation.com
SKY MESSAGING

Sky Messaging (Pty) Ltd is an aerial advertising operator that recently opened its
third base at Virginia Airport, together with Rand Airport and Fisantekraal in Cape
Town. Sky Messaging implements a total of four PA-18 Super Cubs of which
three have been converted to 180hp variants. The in house developed ‘Flight
and Business Management System’ governs various aspects of the operation
including client management, live tracking, (including altitude and cockpit voice
recording), fuel records, aircraft components, ﬂight and duty and so on. This
together with the patented ﬂying methodology allows Sky Messaging to take-off
with the banner already attached making aerial advertising a safe and viable form
of taking a client’s brand, message or call to action overhead of its target market
sitting in sustainable peak hour trafﬁc - directly next to Virginia Airport.
Contact(head ofﬁce): +27(21)4180412
E-mail: info@sky-messaging.com Website: www.sky-messaging.com

Contact: Tel: 031 563 8505
SHELTAM AVIATION
As part of the multi-faceted Sheltam Group, the company has become a
trend-setter for the industry, offering a comprehensive range of services
matched unrivalled quality and professionalism. Sheltam’s aviation division
was launched in 2002, following the acquisition of the National Airways
Corporation (NAC) facilities at the Port Elizabeth Airport. The premises were
entirely revamped to the impressive standard and corporate image of the
Sheltam Group and the doors ofﬁcially opened in June 2002.The aviation
arm was expanded with the subsequent acquisition of the NAC operation
at Virginia Airport in Durban in July 2005.The company has since become
widely regarded as one of the true industry leaders, with its extensive
portfolio encompassing country-wide air charters to suit all types of private
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